HUMN Humanities

HUMN 2321 Humanities I
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
A historically-organized interdisciplinary approach to the fine and performing arts from antiquity to ca. 1600. Team taught large group lectures and small group discussions. Students are expected to enroll in both HUMN 2321 and HUMN 2322 to fulfill Area C requirement of the Core.
**Prerequisite(s):** A minimum grade of "C" and prior or concurrent enrollment in ENGL 1101 or WRIT 1101.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2321S.

HUMN 2321S Humanities I
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
A historically-organized interdisciplinary approach to the fine and performing arts from antiquity to ca. 1600. Team taught large group lectures and small group discussions. Students are expected to enroll in both HUMN 2321 and HUMN 2322 to fulfill Area C requirement of the Core.
**Prerequisite(s):** A minimum grade of "C" and prior or concurrent enrollment in ENGL 1101 or WRIT 1101.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2321.

HUMN 2322 Humanities II
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
A historically-organized interdisciplinary approach to the fine and performing arts from ca. 1600 to the present. Team taught large group lectures and small group discussions. Students are expected to enroll in both HUMN 2321 and HUMN 2322 to fulfill Area C requirement of the Core.
**Prerequisite(s):** A minimum grade of "C" and prior or concurrent enrollment in ENGL 1101 or WRIT 1101.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2322S.

HUMN 2322S Humanities II
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
A historically-organized interdisciplinary approach to the fine and performing arts from ca. 1600 to the present. Team taught large group lectures and small group discussions. Students are expected to enroll in both HUMN 2321 and HUMN 2322 to fulfill Area C requirement of the Core.
**Prerequisite(s):** A minimum grade of "C" and prior or concurrent enrollment in ENGL 1101 or WRIT 1101.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2322.

HUMN 2433 Classicism
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Explores classicism as both a philosophical approach and an aesthetic style in art, rhetoric, literature, architecture, and music.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2433S.

HUMN 2433S Classicism
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Explores classicism as both a philosophical approach and an aesthetic style in art, rhetoric, literature, architecture, and music.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2433.

HUMN 2434 Myth in Arts and Humanities
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Explores selected myths and their treatments in art, rhetoric, literature, theater, and music.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2434S.

HUMN 2434S Myth in Arts and Humanities
3 Credit Hours. 3 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Explores selected myths and their treatments in art, rhetoric, literature, theater, and music.
**Cross Listing(s):** HUMN 2434.